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The radionuclide 60 Fe has been of great interest to the nuclear astrophysics community for over a decade.
An initial discrepancy between the observed and modeled Galactic 60 Fe=26 Al ratio motivated numerous
studies focused on the nucleosynthesis of these two isotopes, though the cross section of the primary
astrophysical production reaction, 59 Feðn; γÞ60 Fe, has remained purely theoretical. The present work offers
a first experimental constraint on the 59 Feðn; γÞ60 Fe cross section at astrophysical energies, obtained
indirectly via Coulomb dissociation, and demonstrates that the theoretical reaction rates used in present
stellar models are not highly erroneous.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.211101

PACS numbers: 26.20.Np, 25.70.De, 95.85.Pw

The interest of the nuclear astrophysics community in the
long-lived radionuclide 60 Fe began with the observation
of the decay signatures of 26 Al [1]. These observations
provided definitive evidence of active nucleosynthesis in
the Galaxy [2], though the stellar origins of the isotope
were unknown. Many candidate sites were proposed for
26
Al nucleosynthesis, including asymptotic giant branch
stars, novae, Wolf-Rayet (W-R) stars, and type-II supernovae (SN-II). Strong observational constraints on 26 Al
production sites were first given by the COMPTEL γ-ray
telescope aboard the orbiting Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory, which provided a Galactic map of 26 Al
radioactivity with good resolution. The inhomogeneous
distribution of 26 Al, and the excellent overlap of the 26 Al
sky map with observations of bremsstrahlung radiation
resulting from free electrons scattering off of ionized gas,
argued strongly for massive star production of 26 Al [3,4].
Studies then pivoted to determining which subclass of
massive stars were primarily enriching the interstellar
medium (ISM). Massive stars with M=M⊙ < 35 were
expected to eject 26 Al only during the SN-II, while more
0031-9007=14=112(21)=211101(6)

massive stars were thought to enrich the ISM through
winds during the W-R phases in addition to the final
Type-Ibc supernovae. For a definitive determination, it was
proposed to simultaneously observe the ratio of 60 Fe=26 Al.
The isotope 60 Fe was predicted to be synthesized in similar
stellar zones as 26 Al, with the exception of the main
sequence contribution ejected via winds, and subsequently
coenrich the ISM during the final supernova events. The
contribution of 60 Fe from stars with M=M⊙ > 35 was
initially expected to be small; therefore, if the 60 Fe=26 Al
was well predicted by models of stars with M=M⊙ < 35,
this would indicate that these objects were the primary
producers of 26 Al [3,5]. Initial predictions of the 60 Fe=26 Al
ratio gave 16% [6], though only an upper limit was
available from the COMPTEL instrument.
A good observational constraint on the line flux ratio
came from the INTEGRAL and RHESSI missions, the
former giving a value of 16%  5% [7] and the latter
14.8%  6% [8,9]. These observational ratios were in good
agreement with the initial model predictions for massive
stars with M=M⊙ < 35, which would have implied that
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these stars were the primary producers of Galactic 26 Al. In
the intervening time between the first model prediction
and the INTEGRAL and RHESSI observations, the
stellar models had been updated, with all newer predictions
trending significantly above the observational value
[10,11]. It was subsequently argued that an additional
contribution of 26 Al from W-R stars was required [12], and
much effort was expended to resolve the discrepancy and
examine the underlying uncertainties.
Inherent astrophysical uncertainties, including IMF
slopes, mass loss rates, and convective conditions, still
exist within the stellar models [13]. Additionally, a recent
work has demonstrated that uncertainties in the helium
burning reaction rates could strongly influence the modeled
26
Al and 60 Fe production in massive stars [14]. Regardless,
all models are critically dependent on accurate knowledge
of the production and destruction rates of the involved
nuclei for meaningful and reliable predictions of the flux
ratio. Interestingly, the first prediction of the 60 Fe=26 Al line
flux ratio used values for the primary production and
destruction cross sections of 60 Fe that differed from all
subsequent predictions by approximately a factor of 2 in the
direction of increasing 60 Fe yields [15]. As both the original
and the newer recommended rates were fully theoretical,
this discrepancy served as a motivation to experimentally
constrain these crucial cross sections.
The isotope 60 Fe is produced in massive stars by a series
of neutron captures on stable iron. The short lifetime of
59
Fe requires episodes of high neutron flux to bridge the
instability, as is characteristic of late-stage convective shell
burning in massive stars [13,16]. The primary destruction
of 60 Fe in these objects occurs via an additional neutron
capture. The first measurement of the destruction reaction
60
Feðn; γÞ61 Fe was performed by direct neutron activation
on a 60 Fe target mined from a copper beam dump [17]. The
short terrestrial half-life of 59 Fe (44.5 d [18]) prohibits a
sufficiently large sample to be manufactured; therefore, a
direct determination of the production cross section,
59
Feðn; γÞ60 Fe, is difficult. The present work constrains
this capture cross section using the time-reversed
photodissociation reaction 60 Feðγ; nÞ59 Fe studied via the
Coulomb dissociation of a relativistic 60 Fe beam.
The experiment was performed at the GSI
Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt,
Germany. The primary 64 Ni beam was accelerated by the
SIS18 synchrotron to an energy of 660 AMeV and impinged
upon a 2.5 g=cm2 Be production target. The 60 Fe projectile
fragments were separated using the fragment separator FRS
[19]anddeliveredtotheR3 B-LANDsetupinCaveCwithrates
of approximately 2.0–2.5 × 104 ions over spills lasting
approximately 8 sec, energies of 540 AMeV, and a magnetic
rigidity of Bρ ¼ 8.76 Tm.
For the Coulomb dissociation measurement, a lead target
with a thickness of 515 mg=cm2 was used. To quantify the
nuclear dissociation component and the setup-induced
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background, runs were taken with a 558 mg=cm2 carbon
target and an empty target frame, respectively. The identification of the incoming ion was performed using the
rigidity setting of the separator, a velocity measurement
over the 54.8 m flight path from the last focal plane of the
FRS to Cave C, and the energy loss in a 300 μm thick
silicon pin diode. Incoming ions were tracked onto the
target using a pair of 300 μm thick double-sided silicon
strip detectors (DSSDs) located 6.4 and 3.7 cm upstream of
the target. Outgoing heavy fragments were tracked directly
after the target using two additional DSSDs, placed 11.1
and 13.9 cm downstream from the target. Heavy fragments
were diverted by approximately 15 deg using the ALADIN
dipole magnet. The fragments were tracked downstream
from the dipole magnet using two scintillating fiber
detectors [20] located 4.69 and 6.13 m from the midpoint
of ALADIN, and, after a flight path of approximately
11.5 m from the target, they impinged on two scintillating
time-of-flight (TOF) walls. Neutrons from the reaction
were measured using the LAND detector located 12.7 m
downstream from the target on the beam axis. The absolute
trigger efficiency for LAND is approximately 94% for
neutrons of the present energy [21], and a detailed
description of the detector can be found in Ref. [22].
Electromagnetic radiation emitted from the deexcitation of
heavy fragments was detected using a 4π NaI calorimeter
composed of 160 independent crystals surrounding the
target [23]. The experimental setup allows for the complete
reconstruction of the four-momenta of all incoming ions
and outgoing reaction products, and therefore the excitation
energy of the projectile before breakup. The energy
resolution of the setup for this particular experiment varied
from 0.5 MeV at the 1n neutron threshold, to 1.5 MeV
at 25 MeV.
The excellent separation and therefore Bρ discrimination
provided by the FRS, in addition to accurate velocity and
charge measurements of the incoming ion species, allowed
for software selection of 60 Fe ions with a negligible
background. An additional software cut imposed the
condition that the energy loss in the TOF walls must
correspond to Z ¼ 26, thus restricting event acceptance
to unreacted incoming beam and neutron-dissociated
fragments. Requiring an additional trigger from the
LAND detector reduces the accepted events primarily to
those resulting from a neutron dissociation, with a small
contamination arising from LAND triggers caused by
secondary events in the TOF walls. The mass of the
outgoing fragment was also reconstructed, and a further
reduction in the background contamination was achieved
by forcing consistency between the measured number of
neutrons in the reaction and the outgoing iron fragment
of a corresponding mass. A fragment mass resolution of
σ ¼ 0.5% was achieved in the present measurement.
The number of n-neutron events, where n is the number
of detected neutrons, fulfilling the above requirements with
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a reconstructed excitation energy E was normalized to the
total number of counts triggering the TOF walls and falling
within the charge cut for each target type. Such a scaling
implicitly compensates for the efficiency of fragment
detection as well as for differences in the number of total
incoming ions. The nuclear dissociation component in the
lead runs was determined from the carbon target data,
where the carbon yields were rescaled to account for
differences in target thickness and normalized by an additional factor α, which corrects for the variance in the
nuclear dissociation cross sections of carbon and lead. In
the present work, a value of α was adopted based on the
black disk approximation. The chosen parameter could
experimentally be verified by comparing the relative yields
for the two targets in reaction channels where Coulomb
dissociation is energetically unfavorable, such as highmultiplicity neutron emission, which is suppressed by the
adiabatic cutoff in the virtual photon spectrum.
The Coulomb excitation cross section can be expressed
in terms of the real-photon absorption cross section using
the virtual-photon method [24], which may in turn be
parametrized using γ-ray strength functions f λπ ðEγ Þ for a
given multipolarity λπ. The normalized experimental yield
in the n-neutron channel is then written in terms of these
quantities as
Z
X
Y n ðEÞ ¼ ðπℏcÞ
M m;n × dE0 nλπ ðE0 ÞE02λ−2 f λπ ðE0 Þ
2

mλπ

×

X ð2J þ 1Þ
J

ð2I þ 1Þ

bm ðE0 ; JÞRmn ðE0 ; E; JÞ;

(1)

where nλπ ðE0 Þ is the virtual photon number for a given
multipolarity λπ, J is the spin-parity combination populated
by the excitation of the ground state with spin I, and M m;n
is the mass matrix representing the probability that an
m-neutron event survives the fragment-mass cut on an
n-neutron event. It should be noted that the neutron
branching ratio bm and response function Rmn ðE0 ; E; JÞ
both have a J dependence when angular momentum is
considered in the excitation formalism.
The response function and neutron branching ratios were
determined in the present work employing data generated
from complex statistical model Monte Carlo (SMMC)
simulations. The decay of excited 60 Fe in the energy range
of 8.82–30 MeV over all populated Jπ configurations
was taken into account. Pre-equilibrium reactions were
considered by assuming the initial state was in a 1p–1h
configuration. Using the two-component exciton model,
full cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) considering
particle emission, particle-hole scattering, and pair transformation were formulated for each step towards equilibrium [25], with a random number dictating the subsequent
configuration. If predefined conditions on exciton number
were fulfilled, all following CDFs were generated using a
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standard equilibrium statistical decay formalism [26,27],
and the iterations were repeated until all excitation energy
had been liberated in particle or γ-ray emission. The results
of the SMMC simulations were used to generate the
branching ratios needed in Eq. (1). The SMMC simulated
neutrons and γ rays were boosted into the reference frame
of the average incoming projectile, and served as input for
an R3BROOT [28] simulation of the experimental setup.
The detector interactions generated using the latter were
processed through routines replicating the signal processing of the acquisition electronics, and then given to the
identical analysis routines used for the real data. This
procedure yielded simulated experimental observables with
known initial conditions, which could then be used to
calculate the elements of the response matrix.
The E1 γ-ray strength function was convoluted as
defined by Eq. (1), and then compared directly to the
experimental yield. To account for deformation, the
Lorentzian parametrization of Ref. [29] was utilized, where
60
Fe was treated as axially deformed with a value of
β ¼ 0.211 taken from theory [30]. The energy dependent
width takes the form ΓðEγ Þ ¼ Γ0 ðEγ =E0 Þδ , and values of δ
of 0.0 [31], 0.5 [32], and 2.0 [33] were tested in the present
work. A value of δ ¼ 0.5 was found to give the best
agreement with the data while maintaining a reasonable E1
giant dipole resonance (EGDR) parametrization. The E1
strength functions were fitted to the data with three free
parameters (σ πλ Γ0 , Γ0 , and E0 ) using log-likelihood and χ 2
minimization techniques, with both methods yielding
consistent results. The M1 and E2 contributions to the
excitation strength were considered, but left fixed in the
fitting at parametrizations from systematics [34].
The raw lead-target dissociation distribution (black
circles) before normalization and background subtraction
can be seen in the upper frame of Fig. 1 as a function of
reconstructed excitation energy, where the contributions
from 1n and 2n dissociation have been summed. The
background components from nuclear dissociations as
measured with the carbon target (green) and the ambient
dissociation background (blue) taken with the empty target
frame are shown as shaded regions representing proportions of the total dissociation. These components have
been scaled appropriately for number of incoming ions,
target thickness, and differences in the nuclear interaction
strength and their statistical uncertainties are represented by
black lines. The fitted Coulomb dissociation contribution
(red) reproduces well the difference between the summed
measured background contributions and the total dissociation data. The shape of this dissociation distribution is
heavily driven by the response function of the experimental
setup, as well as the separation energies for 1n and 2n
dissociation in 60 Fe, and the red region represents the
electromagnetic dissociation contribution parametrized by
the γ-ray strength function after the convolution given
in Eq. (1). While the EGDR peak strength strongly
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FIG. 1 (color online). Total measured dissociation of 60 Fe
shown in comparison with the measured background components
and the fitted Coulomb dissociation contribution. The lower panel
shows the percent deviation of the fitted total dissociation from
the measured spectrum. The shaded region represents the 1σ
statistical uncertainty in the measured Coulomb dissociation
distribution.

contributes to the structure at 18 MeV, it should be noted
that the peak in reconstructed energy is enhanced by the
valley at 16 MeV. This is due to the diminished acceptance
of the LAND detector for high energy neutrons prior to the
full opening of the 2n channel. The background spectrum
has a similar peaking structure, as these are also real
neutron dissociation events governed by the interplay of
particle thresholds and detector acceptance. The bottom
frame of Fig. 1 shows the percent deviation (blue) between
the fitted Coulomb dissociation component added to the
background and the total dissociation data. The shaded
region (green) represents the combined 1σ statistical
uncertainty from the total dissociation and background
measurements. The EGDR parameters extracted from
the fit were σ E1 Γ0 ¼ 565ð15Þ mb MeV (101% of the
energy-weighted sum rule), Γ0 ¼ 8.6ð4Þ MeV, and
E0 ¼ 18.6ð1Þ MeV. These extracted parameters correspond to those of a spherical nucleus of mass number
60, though the fitting routine splits the GDR into two
resonance shapes using the deformation formalism
described above. The large spreading width is interpreted
as a consequence of the energy dependent damping of the
GDR width [32,33] at low γ-ray energies; adopting a value
of δ ¼ 0 reduces the fitted width by approximately 15%
albeit with a significant increase in the reduced χ 2 statistic.
The γ-ray strength function is an important ingredient in
the calculation of neutron capture in the Hauser-Feshbach
theory, as it governs the photon-transmission term and
therefore scales the cross section. If the γ-ray strength
function can experimentally be determined, a major source
of uncertainty in the theoretical rate determination would
be removed. Such a technique has recently been successful

FIG. 2 (color online). Calculated MACS for 59 Feðn; γÞ60 Fe. The
shaded regions represent the predominant uncertainties of the
method. The purely theoretical result of NON-SMOKER [37] is
shown for comparison.

in indirect determinations of neutron capture cross sections
from total photoabsorption measurements [35,36].
Figure 2 shows a calculation of the Maxwellian averaged
neutron capture cross section (MACS) of 59 Fe using the
γ-ray strength function fitted to the Coulomb dissociation
measurement. Also shown is the NON-SMOKER [37]
cross section for comparison. The statistical uncertainty
was determined from a Monte Carlo resampling of the data
from the lead, carbon, and empty frame targets. Each trial
data set was refit, resulting in a new γ-ray strength function
parametrization. The major theoretical uncertainties in the
method, coming from the optical model and the adopted
level density, were also studied using Monte Carlo techniques. In the calculation of the cross sections, the
equivalent square well [38,39] was used to determine the
neutron transmission term. For the Monte Carlo analysis,
the radius and diffuseness of the underlying diffuse edge
potential were resampled from Gaussian distributions with
the mean values fixed at their nominal values and 1σ
parameters corresponding to 15% and 25% of the mean,
respectively. The corresponding equivalent square well
parameters were then recalculated as were the resulting
neutron transmission terms for the particular Monte Carlo
event. To treat the nuclear level densities with the
Monte Carlo technique, experimental neutron s-wave level
spacings from RIPL3 [40] were used to determine an
experimental level density parameter a in the back-shifted
Fermi gas model across the chart of nuclei. These experimental parameters were then compared to their theoretical
equivalents [41] calculated at the neutron separation
energy, and a distribution of the deviations was determined.
This distribution was nearly Gaussian, with a 1σ width of
approximately 4.8%, and was used to resample the level
density parameter utilized in the Hauser-Feshbach calculation of the neutron capture cross section. In Fig. 2, each
colored error band represents the increase in the deviation
of the 15.9% and 84.1% quantiles from the median of the
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MACS distribution due to the addition of the particular
contribution into the Monte Carlo calculation. An additional source of uncertainty in the MACS determination
arises from the M1 contribution. In the present work, the
M1 strength was fixed from systematics. While contributing little to the Coulomb dissociation cross section, the M1
contribution to the neutron capture cross section can be
significant. Recent studies have shown that the treatment of
the M1 strength used presently may be unrealistic [42].
Furthermore, 59 Fe dissociation data were also taken during
the measurement. The comparisons of the average p-wave
radiative width from direct 58 Feðn; γÞ59 Fe studies [43,44]
with those derived using the present method indicate the
inclusion of the M1 contribution from systematics is too
strong. Unfortunately, the present measurement offers little
constraint on the M1 component. To compensate for this
ambiguity in the uncertainty calculation, the data were refit
with no M1 component, and the MACS recalculated. The
deviation was added quadratically to the lower bound of the
1σ error determined from the simultaneous Monte Carlo
analysis described above. The present uncertainty analysis
does not yet include contributions from the systematics
within the actual Coulomb dissociation measurement, as
such an analysis requires numerous repeated simulations
of the setup response, which have yet to be completed.
Preliminary studies of systematic error in previous experiments performed with the R3 B-LAND setup have shown
uncertainties in the yield on the order of 12%–15%. It
should also be noted that while the present MACS
determination relies on the choice of γ-ray strength function
model used in the fit, the variation in the final capture rate
was only 5% between two most commonly adopted
formalisms [32,33] at astrophysical energies. The results
of the present determination of the MACS for
59
Feðn; γÞ60 Fe are shown in Table I for temperatures
relevant to shell burning in massive stars. Within the
present uncertainty, the values of the present work agree
with NON-SMOKER [37] predictions currently used in
massive star models. The analysis described above will be
expanded upon in an upcoming full paper currently in
preparation.
While the stellar cross sections determined from the
present measurement deviate only marginally from the
previous theoretical values, this work provides a first
experimental confirmation that the rates currently used
TABLE I. Maxwellian
59
Feðn; γÞ60 Fe
kT [keV]
Present
Error lower
Error upper
Reference [37]
a

averaged

cross

sectionsa

for

80

85

90

95

100

13.3
−3.1
þ2.0
11.2

12.7
−3.0
þ1.9
10.8

12.2
−2.9
þ1.8
10.3

11.8
−2.8
þ1.8
10.0

11.4
−2.8
þ1.7
9.6

Cross section units are in millibarns.
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in massive stars are not highly erroneous. Further, the
present work offers a realistic quantification of the dominant remaining sources of uncertainty in the 59 Feðn; γÞ60 Fe
rate. While challenges remain within the stellar models, the
present study is an important step forward in realizing fully
the potential of the observational constraint offered to
present predictions of 26 Al and 60 Fe nucleosynthesis by
γ-ray astronomy.
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